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A B S T R A C T 

As a result of the reporting of casual observations of the oscillation or rotation of the 
beacons in transmission line guard cables, some attention has been paid to the stability 
of the guard cables with beacons. 

The relatively more frequent observation of these motions has been explained in recent 
papers dealing with the elastic part of the problem as a consequence of the increasing 
number of resonant frequencies (one for each additional beacon) that can be excited by 
appropriate aerodynamic loads. But a model that could explain the aerodynamic forces 
that can give rise to this motion is still lacking. 

In this paper we consider the transverse motions of a single sphere in two simplified 
configurations, (1) hanging (tethered at one point), and (2) swing (tethered at two points) 
under a longitudinal flow, performing small amplitude swinging oscillations or circular-
orbit autorotation about an axis parallel to the main flow direction. The dynamic model 
here presented is based on the motion equations, which also include a model for the 
aerodynamic lift and drag forces on the sphere in transverse motion, which considers 
the effect of changes of flow around the sphere due to the cable interference. These 
forces are contained in the symmetry plane of the flow relative to the sphere, and, when 
projected on the lateral direction, give rise to a lateral force, which can explain the existence 
of the azimuthal motion even at a large reduced velocity, outside the vortex induced 
vibration (VIV) range The conditions for stable small oscillation motion and circular-orbit 
autorotation of a sphere in a swing configuration are given. 

The results for the aerodynamic loads in transverse motion have also been applied to 
the case of a circular-orbit autorotation of a hanging sphere (spherical pendulum) under 
a vertical flow. The angular rotation speed and the orbit radius (or cable angle) have been 
determined as a function of aerodynamic coefficients and configuration parameters. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Some attention has been paid to the stability of the transmission line guard cables with beacons as a result of reports of 
casual observations of the oscillation or whirling motions of the beacons in some transmission lines (Gomez-Ortega et al., 
2019). 

Guard cables protect the overhead power lines from electrical discharges that occur during storms. They are installed 
above the power conductor and therefore, they are the highest cable installed. In some places they are provided with 
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Angle between the symmetry plane YI and the horizontal plane 
Lift coefficient 
Drag coefficient 
Drag coefficient at y = 0 
Lateral force coefficient 
Slope of the lift coefficient curve 
Den Hartog parameter 
Drag 
Beacon diameter 
Body reference frame 
Local horizon reference frame 
Lateral force 
Lateral force component along eyb 

Froude number 
} Wind reference frame 

Natural frequency 
Gravity acceleration 
Cable angle parameter 
Tachikawa number, load factor 
Lift 
Cable length 
Mass 
Displaced mass 
Moving mass 
Reduced mass 
Dynamic pressure 
Reynolds number 
Critical Reynolds number 
Rotation radius, static equilibrium sag 
Participation coefficient 
Sphere reference surface area 
Time 
Unperturbed flow velocity 
Relative wind speed 
Lateral position 
Dimensionless transverse position 
Complex amplitude 
Sideslip angle 
Static cable angle 
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Ancillary dimensionless aerodynamic parameter 
Dynamic cable angle 
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Characteristic angular speed 
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Rotation equilibrium speed in absence of aerodynamic forces 
Symmetry plane for the relative fluid flow 
Density 
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beacon spheres that are visible indicators used for identifying the overhead power lines and to warn low flying airplanes 
and helicopters of the obstructions. 

The interest behind the study in this paper is to understand the transverse instability that appears in guard cables with 
beacons under a longitudinal wind, as reported by Gomez-Ortega et al. (2019), which is the first published paper devoted to 
this problem, and precursor of the work presented here. This is a very complex problem as the number of degrees of freedom 
increases with the number of beacons, which gives rise to a corresponding growth in the number of eigenfrequencies of the 
elastic problem. In order to ease the understanding of the problem, attention has been paid to the simplified case of a single 
sphere, oscillating or revolving in circular orbits about an eccentric axis (the support line which does not coincide with the 
sphere central axis) in this case forced by a longitudinal flow (parallel to the rotation axis). The study of the problem of a 
cable with multiple spheres is left for a future paper. 

The aim of this paper is to present a model of aerodynamic forces and of the flight dynamic problem that can help 
to explain the transverse motion of oscillation or autorotation of spheres (tethered in several configurations), under a 
longitudinal flow. One of the main parameters of the configuration is the static cable angle 8C between the cable and the 
flow direction. Some of these configurations exhibit motions that can be denoted as circular orbits and others are oscillatory 
motions (small amplitude swinging in the lower part of the circular trajectory) (Fig. 1): 

a-The hanging sphere (as a spherical pendulum) under a vertical flow (Provansal et al., 2004). The static cable angle is 
&c < 20°. Both gravity force and fluid motion are in a vertical direction. The body center can describe planar, elliptical and 
circular orbits, although only this last case is considered here. 

b-The single sphere in a swing configuration, under a flow that is directed along the swing support line direction SS, 
x^ perpendicular to the gravity force direction, z^. The cable angle range of interest is Sc < 20° (Gomez-Ortega, 2018). The 
sphere center point can perform full turns of the circular orbit (autorotation) or small amplitude oscillations sweeping the 
lower part of the circular orbit. We consider here both cases. 

c- Multiple spheres in a swing configuration (as in a guard cable with several beacons) in the same conditions as the single 
sphere (see pictures in Gomez-Ortega et al., 2019). This problem is not considered here. 

In the case of a single sphere in a swing configuration (Fig. lb), the trajectory could either cover the full circular orbit 
(autorotation) or just a small angle (small amplitude swinging oscillations). 

Other configurations, such as the tethered spherical buoy (Fig. Id), instead of a circular orbit, exhibit a figure-eight orbit 
(Govardhan and Williamson, 2005; Williamson and Govardhan, 1997, 2008). The sphere is hanging or buoying in a fluid 
with a different density, and moves in a horizontal flow stream, under the action of the gravity force, cable tension, and 
aerodynamic forces. In a general case, due to density difference, the static cable angle is Sc > 60°. The above mentioned 20° 
and 60° limits are merely indicative of small or large cable angle values. 

In all these motions a transverse aerodynamic force is responsible for starting and/or maintaining the motion. Such a 
force should act in the appropriate direction; otherwise it would stop or dampen the sphere motion. 

The cable tension and the line sag are both related to the static cable angle Sc (if 5C is small, sag is also small and tension 
should be large). The type of motion that appears can be associated to the relative value of the tension compared to the 
aerodynamic force, and the orientation of the buoyancy/gravity forces, leading to either circular or figure-of-eight orbits. 

In all cases the motion is characterized by a transverse motion of the sphere, which combined with the main flow gives 
rise to a sideslip angle of the flow relative to the sphere (see Fig. 2). 

If a bluff body in a flow is precisely spherical, then a change in the angle of attack of the flow produces no change in the 
aerodynamic forces because of the spherical symmetry. However, when the bluff body has a tether with the nominal flow 
velocity parallel to the tether, and the body is displaced laterally, the spherical symmetry is lost because of the tether wake. 

In a precisely spherical bluff body, without the tether, the sideslip angle cannot be defined due to the lack of material 
references, caused by the sphere isotropy. However, in the above mentioned configurations the sphere is supported by cables, 
which introduce a perturbation that defines a material reference. This reference, together with the flow direction, defines a 
symmetry meridian plane, but then isotropy is lost. If there is a transverse displacement with regard to this symmetry plane, 
a sideslip angle appears. 

The aerodynamic force on a sphere, with a cable placed upstream at a given angle Sc with the flow direction, can be studied 
as a quasi-static problem, in the appropriate speed range (where a quasi-steady aerodynamic flow can be considered), that 
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Fig. 1. Sketch of some configurations that can exhibit full and/or partial circular orbits: (a) hanging sphere, tethered at support S, under a vertical flow 
(/co. (full circular-orbit autorotation); (b) single sphere in a swing configuration, tethered at two supports S, under a horizontal flow, it can exhibit both 
small amplitude pendulum oscillations and full circular orbit motions (autorotation); (c) multiple spheres performing horizontal oscillations in a swing 
configuration, under a horizontal flow. Figure-of-eight orbits: (d) tethered spherical buoy. &c: static cable angle; S: support point; g: gravity force direction 
along Zi, axis. Incoming flow U^. 

is, out of the unsteady VIV range. This is valid for both the oscillation or autorotation motions if the transverse speed is not 
too large, as far as the cable wake can be considered almost like a plane. 

The aerodynamic force on a static sphere, in steady flow conditions, is a classical fluid mechanical problem and has been 
experimentally studied for a long time (Achenbach, 1972, 1974a,b; Willmarth and Enlow, 1969). At first sight, the sphere 
seems to be a simple body that can be used as a standard or reference body for wind tunnel performance comparisons. 
But its simplicity and isotropy create some curious problems. Noticeable discrepancies concerning the results for drag 
coefficient CD measured in several wind tunnels were reported when the different results were compared by Bacon and 
Reid (1924) in an investigation to explain the origin of these discrepancies, in which the effect of the supporting system and 
the turbulence level were taken into account. Relevant for the current paper, it was shown that the spindle or the orientation 
of the supporting wire can have a large influence in the CD measured. The effect of the surface roughness and wind tunnel 
section blockage (Achenbach, 1974b; Choi et al, 2006) are also relevant. 

With the aim of studying the possibility of using morphing techniques to control the forces on a sphere (Norman and 
McKeon, 201 la,b) devoted their attention to measure the forces and the associated flow characteristics on a carefully-built 
smooth sphere, both with and without a single roughness element of small size. In the case of the smooth sphere, they found 
that the symmetry of the flow can be destroyed by very small perturbations, which in a practical situation are very difficult 
to get rid of. They tried studs (circular cylinders of the same diameter as height) whose size were 1%, 2% and 4% of the sphere 
diameter. Even with these small sizes, they were able to generate lift forces of the same order of magnitude as drag. 

The effects of the Reynolds number, Re, and the stud size and longitudinal position along the sphere surface (streamwise 
angle) were also considered by these authors. The critical Reynolds number, Rec, is defined by these authors as the value 



at which the sign of the lift force changes, and is close to the classical definition of the value at which a large change in 
drag coefficient is observed (drag crisis). Interestingly, the lift force is in the direction of the stud in the subcritical range 
but changes sign in the supercritical range, due to a change in the flow configuration involved. If we consider the sphere as 
a small span wing, if the perturbation is placed in the lower surface the wing gives positive lift (L > 0) in the supercritical 
range (Re > Rec), and negative lift L < 0 in the subcritical range (Re < Rec). The reason is that the flow changes from the 
generation of vortexes at the protrusion (that attaches the boundary layer in the leeward side of the protrusion for Re < Rec) 
to a configuration at Re > Rec with the boundary layer detached at the protrusion, thus spoiling the lift distribution of the 
sphere surface affected by the protrusion, and generating positive lift. 

In Norman et al. (2011) the azimuthal motion of the stud is considered. One of the relevant results is that in the subcritical 
range the lift force can reach a maximum value similar to CD at an appropriate rotation speed, which is a subharmonic of the 
vortex shedding frequency, associated with a local perturbation of the separation location. In the supercritical range the lift 
force is 180° out of phase with regard to the stud position, as in the static case. In the subcritical range, at a low azimuthal 
rotation speed, the lift force is in phase with the stud position, but for a large rotation speed the lift force also reaches the 
180° out of phase as in the supercritical range. It can be concluded that the effect of the cable or supporting wires cannot 
be neglected when analyzing the motion of spheres supported with wires. And the lift force is always positive (180° out of 
phase with the perturbation) even in the subcritical range once the rotation rate has reached a given value. 

In addition to oscillation, autorotation is another of the possible motions (see Fig. 1) of both a spherical pendulum (hanging 
sphere where both flow and gravity are in vertical direction) and of a planar pendulum (spheres in a swing configuration 
where flow and gravity are in perpendicular directions). Sometimes, autorotation is considered as any continuous rotation 
of a body in a parallel flow without external sources of energy, and whenever these bodies are kept fixed in a fluid flow, a 
torque is created that initiates rotation as soon as the bodies are released. But according to Lugt (1983) proper autorotation 
appears, in the sense of Riabouchinsky (1935), "only if one or more stable positions exist at which the fluid flow exerts no 
torque on the resting body. In this case, a sufficiently strong initial impulse is required before the fluid flow can sustain a 
continuous spinning of the body". In the case of a sphere, turbulence or other flow perturbation could produce this initial 
impulse. 

Two simple configurations are considered here: (1) a single hanging sphere (tethered at one support point) under a 
vertical flow (Fig. la), and (2) the swing configuration (the sphere is tethered at two supports by two opposite cables) under 
a horizontal flow (Fig. lb). The mainstream direction changes from parallel to perpendicular to the gravity force direction. 
The common point to both configurations is that the aerodynamic load can be described by the same model: quasi-steady lift 
and drag forces created by the interaction of the cable wake with the sphere surface; these forces are placed in the symmetry 
plane of the flow relative to the moving sphere. This relative symmetry plane is not perpendicular to the transverse direction, 
thus, the projection of the aerodynamic load gives rise to a transverse force that helps to produce or maintain the motion. 

Therefore, the motions considered share the way of dealing with the aerodynamic forces, and the mechanical problems 
considered (small amplitude oscillation and circular autorotation) have simple dynamic descriptions. This situation greatly 
reduces the complexity of the problems, and, together with some asymptotic approximations, allows us to obtain some 
analytical expressions for the problem solutions, which help to identify and assess the influence of the parameters involved. 

Following this approach, in Section 2 a model of the aerodynamic loads acting on the sphere, including the interaction with 
the cable wake, is presented, together with the relevant reference frames required, and the main assumptions considered to 
simplify the formulation and facilitate the analysis. Several flight dynamic problems based in this aerodynamic model are 
considered: for a single sphere in a swing configuration performing a small amplitude oscillation motion in Section 3, and 
for a circular-orbit autorotation motion in Section 4; and the same autorotation motion for a hanging sphere is considered 
in Section 5; and finally in Section 6 conclusions are drawn. 

2. Aerodynamic forces on a cable-supported sphere in transverse motion 

In this Section, a model to determine the aerodynamic loads on a sphere that is performing a transverse motion under a 
parallel flow is presented, taking into account the effect of the cable wake. A quasi-steady flow approximation is considered. 

2.1. Introduction and reference frames 

In the case of a sphere that is free to revolve around an eccentric axis, and is placed under a longitudinal flow parallel to 
the rotation axis, it can exhibit pendulum oscillations or orbit autorotation if there is a lateral aerodynamic force generating 
a torque that excites the pendulum motion or maintains the orbit motion, respectively. For instance, in the case of a guard 
cable with only one beacon (single sphere in a swing configuration, Fig. lb) under a large flow velocity (nearly parallel to 
the main flow) in the autorotation motion the beacon performs a circular motion around the eccentric axis (the straight 
line passing through the cable support points, line SS). This motion can be considered as a steady one, if considered in a 
reference frame fixed to the sphere. In the case of low frequency, small amplitude oscillations, the flow can be considered 
as quasi-steady, and the results of this section can also be applied. 

The calculation of the aerodynamic force involved in the motion can be complex. In order to simplify this formulation, 
we consider the configuration that appears at a particular time instant, and assume that the body is instantaneously moving 
in a straight trajectory along the tangential direction. Thus, we consider both the oscillatory and circular motions as a 
combination of differential tangential straight motions. 



Therefore, for the simplification of the representation, we consider that the body is performing an instantaneous 
rectilinear motion along the transverse direction, and choose the point of the trajectory where this rectilinear motion can be 
represented by one of the reference frame axisyj, (Fig. 2). This point corresponds to the time instant when the body passes 
through the upper point in its circular trajectory, but the results can be applied to determine the transverse force at any 
time instant of the motion, even in the case of oscillations. This specific time instant has been selected because it brings one 
of the best perspectives to show the relative position of the reference frames and of the spherical triangle p — y — 8C. The 
existence of this triangle is the base of the model and the reason for the presence of the lateral force that is responsible for the 
motion. 

In the description of the forces acting on the body we will consider three reference frames, as is usual in some problems 
of Flight Dynamics (Etkin, 1972). These reference frames are shown in Fig. 2, where the main directions are represented, 
with the help of the unit radius sphere (Wertz and Larson, 1999). This sphere is used to help in the geometrical definition of 
the different angles involved in the problem and should not be confused with the beacon itself, which in this figure is just a 
mass point placed at the origin of the body reference frame. The reference frames considered here are the following ones: 

-Local horizon reference frame: Fh {Oh,Xh,yti,Zh}, where Oh is placed at the rotation axis, which in the time instant 
considered is just below the body center of mass Ob; Xh is the rotation axis, placed in the horizontal plane, aligned with 
both the support line direction and the unperturbed flow direction Uoo.Zh is directed along the local vertical. This system is 
considered as an inertial reference frame. 

-Body reference frame:Fb{Ob,xb,yb,zb}, where Of, is placed at the body center of mass; xb is parallel to Xh at every instant; 
yb and zb are parallel toy;, and z^, respectively, at the time instant considered. The distance between Of, and Oj, is the rotation 
radius rg = Oh Of,. 

-Wind reference frame: Fw {Ow,xw,yw,zw}, where Ow coincides with Of,; xw is aligned with the relative wind speed Uoor; 
and p is the sideslip angle. zw and Zh are parallel to each other at the time instant considered. 

A meridian symmetry plane (xb, zb) can be defined in the sphere that contains the cable direction Oj,C and the sphere axis 
parallel to the unperturbed flow xb. The static cable angle Sc is contained in this plane. 

But to determine the aerodynamic force a different symmetry plane should be considered. Let us consider the relative flow 
velocity Uoor, which is the composition of the uniform unperturbed flow velocity, Uoo (along Xj, axis) and a lateral component 
of the motion speed alongyj,, i?rg, produced by the angular rotation speed Q (Fig. 3). The incident flow velocity is not uniform 
but to simplify the problem we will consider a uniform relative velocity Uoor = JU^ + i22r| = UO0^/T+~tarP~]i where 
P = aX.an.(£2rg/UO0). 

In a general case an angle of attack can also appear, but here only the sideslip angle p is considered. Rotation around axis 
Xh is transformed in an instantaneous sideslip motion in directionyj,. At the time instant considered, moving reference frame 
Fb and inertial frame F^ are parallel to each other. 

This is just a simplified way of defining the tangential motion, analyzing only one point of the trajectory, the passing by 
the highest point of the circular motion in the auto rotation case. 

2.2. Aerodynamic forces. Quasi-steady model 

As a consequence of the transverse motion (Fig. 3), a relative lateral velocity component should be taken into account, 
which gives rise to the relative wind velocity, Uoor, and the sideslip angle p. The combination of static cable angle, 8C, and 
sideslip angle, p, leads to the dynamic cable angle y defined as the angle between the relative wind velocity, Uoor, and the 
cable direction. Cable direction C and relative velocity Uoor define a symmetry plane xw,ywn (denoted as 17) for the relative 
fluid flow (Fig. 4). From symmetry considerations it can be deduced that, under quasi-steady conditions, the net aerodynamic 
force will be within this plane (as the lateral force normal to plane Yl is zero, by symmetry). Therefore, the aerodynamic force 
components are only lift, Leywn , and drag, — Dexw. 

To study the beacon dynamics, the force component along the motion directionyj, should be determined. The component 
of eywn along eyw (Figs. 4 and 5) can be obtained from 

eyKOT = eyro cos A - ezb sinA (1) 

where A is the angle between the symmetry plane Yl and the horizontal plane. The component of the net aerodynamic force 
{Leywn, -D exw) on the plane xw,yw is given by 

Fxyw = Leyw cos A - Dexw =LcosA (-exb sin p + eyb cos p) - D (exb cos p + eyb sin p) (2) 

as 
exw = exb cos p + eyb sin p 
eyro = -exb sin p + eyb cosp { ' 

Therefore 

Fxyw = exb (—LcosAsinp — Dcos P) + eyb (L cos A cos p — Dsin/3) (4) 
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Fig. 2. Reference frames considered: local horizon Fh [Oh, xh, yh, zh} (in black), body F6 {0;,, x6, y6, z6} (in red), and wind Fw {Ow, xw, yw, zw] (in green) 
reference systems, respectively, p : sideslip: *>c'- static cable angle: Y'• dynamic cable angle: C: cable direction (only the windward cable is shown): U<x'-
unperturbed flow velocity: U<xr'- relative flow velocity. Angles are represented using the unit radius sphere (colored sphere), g: gravity force direction. 
Axonometric projection. 

The effect of the horizontal force component along eX(, is to change the cable tension T0. However, as the tension changes 
due to drag effect are negligible (T0 » I , D) this component is not further considered. The torque around the rotation axis x^ 
is produced by the lateral force component along eyf, given by 

Fyb = L cos A cos p — Dsin/S (5) 

which can speed up or slow down the motion, depending on the sign. From spherical geometry (Wertz and Larson, 1999), 
see Fig. 6, 

tan<5c 
cos y = cos Sc cos p tanA : 

sin/S 
(6) 

where y is the dynamic cable angle for the relative flow. In a typical case the angles can be considered to cover a small range 
5C, yS ^C1 and therefore y ^ 1. The first expression can be expanded to give 

1 
Y 

1 1 - y ) ; Y2 ^ P2 + &c 
2 V 2 

and from the second it gives tan A ~ <5C//S, that can be further simplified, if Sc ^ /S ^ 1 

tanA ~ A 
P 

The lateral force coefficient can be defined as 

Fyb 
C, Fyb 

QooSs 
CL cos A cos fi — CD sin /S 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where g^ is the dynamic pressure, and Ss is the sphere reference surface area for the aerodynamic forces. Q, and CD are the 
lift and drag coefficients of a sphere with a cable placed at an angle y with regard to the relative incoming flow direction 

Q = Q(y) CD = CD(y) 

In the case Sc, fi < 1 

1 
COS A : 

(10) 

V l + t a n 2 A y i + ( S c / / 3 ) 2 V/32 + &2
C Y 

Qyb = CL CuP = P I CD 

Y \Y 
(11) 
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Fig. 3. (a) Projection on the transverse plane yt,,zi, of the unit sphere directions and the incoming relative flow speed. /J : sideslip; Sc: static cable angle; 
Y: dynamic cable angle. The beacon center is revolving around axis xft (point Oft) at speed Q. The sketch corresponds to the time instant considered in 
the analysis. Position of the intersection points with the unit sphere surface; with cable direction C and x6 and xw axes (foreground, full square), and yw 

(background, empty square), (b) Velocity compositions at different distances from the rotation axis xj,. At distance rs: the relative flow velocity l]c_or is the 
composition of the transverse speed Qrg and the main flow velocity U^. 

The lateral force coefficient depends on the dynamic cable angle, y (y = ^j ji2 + S2) but it can be further simplified based 
on the following considerations about the variation range of y. The static cable angle in the swing configuration in a general 
case is Sc > 6° = 0.1 rad, so that the dynamic cable angle is always y > 0.1, but the value of the sideslip fS depends on the 
type of motion: small amplitude oscillations (swinging) or circular-orbit autorotation. 

For small amplitude swinging oscillations a typical value of fS can be obtained using values of parameters coming from 
some previous exploratory tests performed in order to get some rough order of magnitude information (Gomez-Ortega, 
2018). This value is given by 

P-
0mali2jrfRrg 0.05 x 2JT x 2 Hz x 0.04 m 

Un 1 m/s 
0.02 (12) 



Fig. 4. Reference frames (as in Fig. 2) and aerodynamic forces, lift L and drag D. A: 
represented using the unit radius sphere. Axonometric projection. 

angle between the xw,yw plane and 77 plane [xw,ywx). Angles are 

where 6max is the maximum amplitude angle of the oscillation,/R the pendulum frequency. Similar values of/3 can be obtained 
for transmission line guard cables with beacons as both rg and U^ are some 10 times larger than the values used in (12), 
and oscillation frequencies are close to 1.5 Hz (more tests should be performed to evaluate the generality of this result). 
Therefore, in this case, it can be considered /3 ^ Sc and y can be assumed as almost constant, y = Sc, and the expansions of 
CL(y) and CD(y) are given by 

CL(y) = CL(8c)+CLy\s ( y - S c ) + . 

c D ( y ) : 

CL(SC) = CLo (13) 

CD(SC) + CDy \k (y - Sc) + • • • = CD(SC) ~ CD0 

From the above mentioned exploratory tests (Gomez-Ortega, 2018), it has been found that in the supercritical range the 
variations of Q(y) and Co{y) are small for small values of (y — Sc) and therefore the approximations (13) are valid. As the 
aerodynamic drag of the sphere has also been found to be almost independent of the cable angle, for small values of the 
cable angle, it can be assumed to have the same value as the isolated sphere case CD0. 

In the case of a single sphere in a swing configuration but in circular-orbit autorotation, the angular rotation speed is 
Q = 2jtf ~ 2JT • 3.5/R, where/ = 3.5/R from Gomez-Ortega et al. (2019), and/R is the natural frequency, therefore, 

P 
2nfrg 2n x 3.5 x 2 Hz x 0.04 m 

lOm/s 
0.17 ~ 10° 

and as in this case the rotation speed is a constant, /3 and Sc are constant values then also ym 
therefore 

G. = CL{Yar) = CLar and CD = CD(yar) ~ C, DO 

V'Air + ĉ ' s a constant, 

(14) 

We discuss these two problems (small amplitude swinging oscillations and circular-orbit autorotation) in the following 
sections. 

In this aerodynamic model, it is assumed that lift and drag are placed inside the symmetry plane of the relative wind 
(valid for the supercritical case behavior Re > Rec). The role of the unsteady forces generated by vortex shedding are not 
considered, as in the supercritical range the measured power spectra for the transverse forces does not show a strong peak 
at the frequency corresponding to the Strouhal number (Norman and McKeon, 2011a,b). In addition to that, autorotation, 
which is basically a steady motion, could not be explained by an unsteady oscillatory phenomenon (as vortex shedding). 
The same supercritical behavior appears in the subcritical range if the rotation speed is large enough, according to Norman 
et al. (2011), who studied the case of a protrusion rotating over a sphere. The projection of the aerodynamic forces (which 
are placed inside the symmetry plane of the relative flow) along the tangential direction of the motion, gives rise to a lateral 
force that can be responsible of the motion. 
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Fig. 5. Several projections of Fig. 4. (a) side view from x„ axis (77 plane is seen from an edge, (b) Plan view from -zw axis(x&,y& plane), (c) Projection onto 
77 plane (x^.jVrplane). The detached boundary layer is outlined (DB). 

Fig. 6. Right spherical triangle. 



3. Dynamic model for the transverse oscillation of a swinging sphere. 

cy = — , a> = andiCL = — - = <$; 1 (16) 

The aerodynamic loads on the surface of a sphere in motion along a transverse direction have been obtained in Section 
2. They can be applied to study the case of the small oscillations of a swinging sphere (Fig. lb) . The motion equation in the 
lateral directiony can be derived from the model in (Gomez-Ortega, 2018) 

y-cy + a>l(\+KL)y = 0 (15) 

where 

— , or = and KL = = 
mm

 s mmrg mTg mTg 
and cog is the characteristic angular speed; KL the Tachikawa number, so-called load factor (Sanz-Andres and Navarro-
Medina, 2010);pa the air density; mm = m% + mcrp + mA is the moving mass, a combination of the beacon mass, nig, 
the cable mass, m c , and the air inertia additive mass, mA (which depends on the geometry of the moving body), rP is the 
participation coefficient, mA can be neglected in this case; mT = mB + mc /2 is the net mass affected by gravity forces (cable 
mass only contributes as 1/2); g gravity acceleration. The lateral force FL is given by (5) 

FL = Fyb = L cos A c o s / 3 - D sin/3 (17) 

In the case of a swinging sphere, the sideslip angle is B y> 1, therefore B ~ jf- and the lateral force, using (11) and (13), can 
CO 

be written as 

h = \paUlfrPi- - CD) = ^-paU^Ssi— - CD0)-f- = mmc0CHy (18) 
z y z y UQQ 

where y ~ 5C as above mentioned. In this first approach, cable drag has not been considered for small amplitude oscillations. 
The damping parameter c0 is given by 

1 UQQSS L-IQ 
c = c0CH c0 = -pa CH = CD0 (19) 

2 mm y 

where CH is a kind of Den Hartog parameter, usually defined as Cia + Cm. Using the dimensionless transverse position Y (t), 
and the complex amplitude Y0(a>) defined as follows 

y = YdB Y(t) = Y0(«)ei<at (20) 

the oscillator equation (15) can be rewritten as 

Y-cY + a>lY = 0 (-0)2 - ic0CHo) + o4)Y0 = 0 (21) 

where the corrected oscillation frequency is given by coj( = col (1 + KL). Introducing the dimensionless frequency a>& and 
damping coefficient £ given by a>& = a>/a>K and 2f = c0CH/coK the motion equation (21) can be rewritten in dimensionless 
form as 

-co] - 2\i;cod + 1 = 0 (22) 

which is the characteristic equation for a damped oscillator. The roots of the characteristic equation are 

cod = - i f ± V l - f 2 (23) 

and the solution is (using the dimensionless time r = coKt) 

Y = Y0 exp i (-it, ± ^ 1 - t2) t = Y0efT (cos ^ 1 - f 2 r ± i sin ^ 1 - t2A (24) 

The system is unstable for f > 0, that is, for CH > 0, that is CLo/y > CD0. Interestingly, this condition is similar (changing 
the sign) to the Glauert-Den Hartog for transverse galloping. The reason for the difference in sign is that the transverse 
component of the lift is oriented in the direction of the motion, while in the transverse galloping is oriented in the opposite 
direction. 

The non-linear terms and the damping of the cable drag have not been considered, so that condition CH > 0 is only 
indicative of the start of the excited oscillations. Non-linear terms and cable drag will limit the oscillation amplitude. 

As y ~ 5C, if 5C decreases the unstable growth of oscillation amplitude should begin earlier (it is valid in the quasi-steady 
or supercritical regimes). 

The transition from small amplitude oscillations to full circular-orbit autorotation (Gomez-Ortega et al., 2019) is very 
complex. The swinging oscillation motion at low speeds is produced by vortex induced vibrations (VIV), and as wind speed 
increases, after passing through several intermediate transition regimes, which depend on the value of the configuration 
parameters, the circular-orbit autorotation can be reached (see Section 4). Unfortunately, these transitions cannot be 
described with the help of a simple small amplitude planar pendulum model. A kind of chaotic motion appears, with 
intermittent intervals of different types of motions. 
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Therefore, the results in this section can be applied to identify the parameters involved, their role in the onset of the 
instability, and an estimation of the instability boundary. The determination of the variation of the oscillation amplitude 
with wind speed or turbulent intensity is a more complex problem, to be considered in the light of experimental results. 

4. Dynamic model for circular orbit autorotation of a sphere in a swing configuration 

As explained in the previous section, as the wind speed increases, the small amplitude swing oscillation motion passes 
through some transition regimes and finally amplitude grows until the circular-orbit autorotation is established. As the final 
traj ectory is a circle with a radius limited by the static equilibrium sag rg, the mechanical description of the motion is greatly 
simplified (Fig. lb). Besides, this motion appears at large wind speeds, leading to significant rotation speeds, so that gravity 
effects can be neglected compared to centrifugal forces (the motion seems to maintain a constant rotational speed). Thus, 
the mechanical problem is reduced to a simple condition: the tangential equilibrium is obtained when Cpyt = 0 at sideslip 
f) = f)ar, and therefore, from (11) and (14), the dynamic cable angle in autorotation, yar is given by 

CD0 = 0 yar = —- (25) 
Y Ox, 

This equilibrium condition is reached when the dynamic cable angle yar is equal to the lift-to-drag ratio CLar /CD0. The sideslip 
angle is 

*-Lar \ I 'g 
Par = Jy2-S2 = J(^-) _ ^ J t j (26) 

and rotational speed around the support line SS (Fig. lb) is given by 

Uoo / / l-Lar \ I ?s \ Ucx 
i2ar = (}ar-^ = ,l[^) - ( f ) — (27) 

where Qar is the equilibrium rotation speed at autorotation. As can be deduced from (27) this speed increases as the 
flow speed U^ increases (as could be expected for an autorotation motion). The rotation radius rg has an opposite effect. 
The influence of the aerodynamic coefficients is limited to the lift coefficient CLar and drag coefficient CD0 obtained in 
representative static conditions. The influence of the geometrical parameters appears namely through the cable angle 8C. 

The rotation speeds given by (27) using CLar = 0.1, CD0 = 0.4, fSar = 0.25, are compatible with the above-mentioned 
preliminary experimental results obtained. 

Concerning the flow itself, only the instantaneous sphere motion has been considered, but the full sweep of the orbit has 
not been taken into account, and the incoming flow has been considered uniform and quasi-steady. In these conditions it 
could be assumed that the cable wake is contained in the symmetry plane 17, and affects the sphere boundary layer starting 
at cable fixation point, and the introduced perturbation generates an asymmetry that is responsible for the lateral component 
of the lift force. However, if the cable rotation relative to the body is also taken into account, the cable wake will have a spiral 
shape when reaching the beacon. This spiral is created due to the delay introduced by the travel time between the cable and 
the beacon surface. This problem is left for a future study. 

Besides, it should be considered that expressions (25)-(27) are just an approximation, as a result of the simplifications 
introduced (e.g. the absence of aerodynamic drag of the cable, a flat cable wake). 

As above mentioned, in the case of circular-orbit autorotation of a sphere a in swing configuration, at large rotation 
speeds, the action of gravity has not been observed, which suggests that, along a complete turn the action of gravity force 
can be averaged to zero, although obviously gravity action affects the flow speed required to pass from swing oscillation to 
autorotation. 

5. Dynamic model for the circular-orbit autorotation of a hanging sphere under a vertical flow 

In this Section the dynamic model for the circular-orbit autorotation of a hanging sphere under a vertical flow is 
considered (Figs, la and 7), using the results for the aerodynamic loads obtained in Section 2. 

The general motion of a hanging sphere under a vertical flow can be described as a spherical pendulum under gravity 
and aerodynamic forces. Once the flow velocity passes a given critical speed (Provansal et al., 2004) autorotation is excited 
and established, and in some cases a circular orbit is achieved. The motion is similar to the autorotation of a single sphere 
in a swing configuration (rotating the reference frame by 90° around axis yh), except that the effect of the gravity force in 
the hanging sphere case is not restrained by the trailing supporting wire (as in the sphere in a swing configuration) and 
therefore the instantaneous rotation radius rg is a free function of time that has to be determined as a part of the solution. 
This problem (without aerodynamic loads) can be traced back to the equilibrium of a rotating pendulum (Khan et al., 2013). 

In order to get a first idea of the influence of the parameters involved, the simplest case has been considered, the circular-
orbit autorotation, where the equilibrium rotation radius rg is a constant to be determined. 

The autorotation result for the tangential equilibrium (25) obtained in Section 4 can also be applied here, therefore fS 
= fSar but an additional condition, the radial equilibrium should be included. We consider the force component inside the 



mClr 

L sin4 

Fig. 7. Spherical pendulum under a vertical flow in circular-orbit autorotation around Xj axis (Fig. la). Sketch of the equilibrium configuration. Force 
components in the meridian plane passing through the sphere center 0 6 and the rotation axis Xj. {Oj, Xj, yj, Zj} inertial reference frame. S: cable support 
point; C: sphere tether fixation point. 

meridian plane and in the direction perpendicular to the cable's direction to get rid of the cable tension. The forces acting 
on the body, as shown in Fig. 7 are in radial equilibrium if the projection of the net force in the direction normal to the cable 
is zero 

(D cos p + L cos A sin p + mBg) sin 8C = (mB Q2rg + L sin A) cos 8C (28) 

where p = par is given by (26), and the cable mass has been neglected. We are interested in the case p, 8C, <1C 1, therefore 
the following approximations can be used 

lSr sinA = Sc/y cosA = p/y cosSr 1 - S2J2 

where / is the cable length. From (28) one obtains 

D + L-p + mBg mBn2l8c+L 

where the second order term in the Sc power series expansion of cos Sc has been retained. 
Substituting the approximations (14) for Q, and Co, one obtains 

P2 

QODSSCDO + <JcoSsQ.ar 1" mBg mBQ2l + qO0Ss 
Q, 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Finally, using (25) expression (31) can be rewritten as 
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(32) 
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which gives a relationship between the cable angle and the rotation speed, the configuration parameters and the aerody
namic coefficients. There is no solution of (32) if the discriminant is negative. 

To obtain some analytical expressions, let us define the dimensionless variables 

', S2 
ttk I fin 

l + £ f l (33) 

where J2n is the pendulum angular frequency, and minimum rotation equilibrium speed in the case of absence of 
aerodynamic forces. The combined influence of aerodynamic drag, reduced mass (m* = mB\m& , where m^ is the displaced 
fluid mass), and geometrical parameters is condensed in parameter E\ 

3 / 
s\ 

QooSs 2 
: L D O P 

mB£22l 4m* dB 
-CnnSr (34) 



For small values of Sc <$; 1 (the parameters involved should also be small e\, ea <^\) from (32) one obtains 

8C - 2Jea 2 
(35) 

which can be used to deduce that for the autorotation to exist should be SQ > 0, that is Q > i?o (angular rotation speed 
should be larger than the pendulum frequency), as usually is e\ <^l.This is not the condition for the onset of autorotation, 
it is just the limit for a stable circular-orbit autorotation. 

As expression (34) forei also contains the cable angle, (35) gives an implicit relationship between £2 and 8C. 
As above mentioned, to solve the problem, the tangential equilibrium (25) must also be satisfied 

Ym 
Oar 

CDO 
/,2 + !? = W 1 + ^ 1 + «fl)2 

which is obtained using both the expression for the sideslip and the dimensionless variable definition (33) 

P 
Qr„ Ql Q0l 
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where Fr is the Froude number 
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gl w , 
and finally (taking into account that EQ <<C 1) 

1 1 Ym 
l + ^ ( l + £ « ) 

Ym 

l + £ 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

In this first approximation, the equilibrium cable angle Sc is independent of the rotation speed, it is only a function of 
the Froude number and yar. The influence of the aerodynamic coefficients appear through the dynamic cable angle at 
autorotation yar, given by (25), which implies that the effect of CLar and CD0 are in opposite directions, the first one helps to 
increase the cable angle, while the sphere drag reduces it. 

Two simple expressions can be obtained for the limit values of the static cable angle as a function of the Froude number 
(39): 

Sc = ym Fr: P - Ym (40) 

(a) Low flow speed Fr <$c 1 
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CDO gl 

the equilibrium cable angle 8C linearly increases as flow speed increases, and decreases inversely proportional to the cable 
length. The slope of the linear variation is the dynamic cable angle (lift-to-drag ratio), 

(b) Large flow speed, Fr >• 1 

XarO 
1 

2Fr 
); P-

l 

Fr 
Ym (41) 

showing that the equilibrium angle Sc asymptotically tends towards a constant value yar, which suggests that as flow speed 
increases the cable angle reaches a kind of saturation. 

Therefore, at the first order approximation, the equilibrium angle 8C can be obtained as an independent function of the 
rotation speed variation EQ. This value Sc introduced in (35) and using E\ from (34), at first order leads to, 

£Q 
2 4 

/ 

8m* d, 
-CDO<5C + 

1 3 / 
1 + T—--rCD0 2m* dB 

which is the increment of rotation speed associated to a given equilibrium angle value Sc. In expanded notation 

fib 

1 i 1 + ~fi 
3 / 

2m* dB 

(42) 

(43) 

which gives the rotation speed Q as a function of the cable angle, the reduced mass, the geometric parameter ratio, and the 
drag coefficient. Under the assumptions of the model, the effect of the sphere drag is to increase the rotation speed required 
for autorotation to achieve a given cable angle, in comparison with the rotation in vacuum conditions. The correction term 
in (43) is usually small (as m* is a large number) but for hollow spheres of light materials m* can be small. The geometric 
parameter ratio is also a large number, therefore a significant correction term can be achieved. The correction term does not 
depend on the lift coefficient. 

As &c = 0(yar) <<c 1 the correction of the rotation speed is small even for large flow speeds. 
The previous results can be compared to the experimental results of Provansal et al. (2003,2004), where a configuration 

similar to Fig. la was considered. Provansal's experiments were conducted in a vertical water channel with a circular test 



section of diameter 8 cm and of length 100 cm. The experimental results from Provansal that are relevant to the autorotation 
problem are the reduced frequency of the revolving motion (Fig. 19a of Provansal's paper) and the trajectory of the sphere 
(almost circular orbit, Fig. 19b). From Provansal's data the rotation rate Q and the cable angle (or circular orbit radius) can 
be obtained and compared to the theoretical results. 

In Provansal's tests glass spheres of diameter dB = 16.6 mm (Reynolds numbers in the range 600-800) were used. A 
constant rotation rate was measured (Fig. 19a of Provansal's paper), the same as the natural frequency of the pendulum, 
independent of the flow speed, in the range tested, in agreement with the result of the model Q ~ J20 from (43). From 
the data in Provansal's paper, the following parameters can be determined. As shown in Fig. 19b of Provansal's paper, the 
trajectory is a nearly-circular orbit, close to an ellipse with 2 mm and 1.6 mm semi-major and semi-minor axes, respectively. 
To simplify the process a mean radius rg = 1.8 mm is considered. The mass ratio is 

mB ps 2430 
m* = — = — = = 2.43 

md pa 1000 

In order to calculate the natural pendulum frequency, the value of the gravity g to be considered should be modified taking 
into account the influence of buoyancy force and the change in the inertia due to the added mass. These influences are 
included in the apparent gravity acceleration g' (Provansal et al, 2004), given by 

m* — 1 
0.5 g ~ 5 m/s 2 

m* + 0.5 
As in this experiments the pendulum length to sphere diameter ratio is ljdB = 9, the pendulum length is / = 9dB 

9 x 16.6 mm ~ 150 mm, and the natural frequency is 

h = —J— = —J—'— = 0.92 Hz. 
2;r V / 2;r V 0.150 

This motion is observed at a reduced speed U* = 4, therefore the flow speed can be obtained from the reduced speed 
definition 

Uco = U%dB = 4 x 0.92 Hz x 0.0166 m = 0.061 m/s 

and the Froude number is Fr = -rff = ^ o 15 — 5 x 10~3, thus VFT = 0.07. Therefore, in this experiment the low speed 
range expression (40) can be used, together with (25), to obtain the value of the cable angle 

I— Clar I— ° - 1 2 

ScU = yar«JVx = -^VF7 = — x 0.07 = 0.017 
LDO 0.5 

while the experimental result is ScE ~ r-f = ±^<ML = 0.012. 
In the previous results, the values CLar = 0.12 and CD0 = 0.5 have been used for the lift of a sphere with a cable, and 

for the sphere drag. An uncertainty of some 20% could be assigned to these values, and therefore the combined uncertainty 
could reach a 30%. These values have been obtained from experiments at large Reynolds numbers (Gomez-Ortega, 2018) in 
static conditions. It should be pointed out that, according to Norman and McKeon (201 lb), the experimental results obtained 
in supercritical conditions should also be valid for the unsteady subcritical conditions of Provansal's tests, although it needs 
confirmation from suitable experimental results, in representative conditions, which seems not to be a very simple exercise, 
as it should also consider the effect of the tether cable. 

Anyway, taking into account the simplifications introduced in the mathematical model, and the possible issues associated 
to the experimental set-up (Reynolds number effects, blockage of the test section and wall effects in the sphere motion) the 
agreement between the model and experimental results, ScM and ScE, respectively, is compatible with the uncertainty derived 
from the experimental data. This relative agreement gives us support on one hand to continue the work trying to obtain a 
better determination of the parameters involved in the mathematical model, and on the other hand to devote additional 
efforts to include further effects in this model, such as the cable drag and non-linear effects. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper the revolving motion of a sphere about an axis which is eccentric with regard to the sphere central axis, 
under the action of a longitudinal flow (parallel to the rotation axis), has been considered as a model for the dynamics of 
circular-orbit autorotation or swinging oscillations that appears in several configurations, among others: 

- Hanging sphere (spherical pendulum) under a vertical flow. 
- Single sphere in a swing configuration (2D pendulum) under a horizontal flow. 
- Multiple spheres in a swing configuration under a horizontal flow. 

The two first configurations have been studied here. A model for the aerodynamic forces has been developed, which is 
applicable to these configurations. With the help of this aerodynamic model, simple dynamic models have been derived for 
the two kinds of motions. 



Concerning the dynamic model developed for the oscillation of a swinging sphere, it allows us to obtain the condition for 
the instability onset, CLo/y — CD0 > 0. Therefore, as the dynamic cable angle is y ~ <5c,the cable angle should be smaller than 
the lift-to-drag ratio 8C < CLo/CD0. Interestingly, this parameter is similar to the one involved in the Den-Hartog condition 
for transverse galloping CLa + CD0 < 0. 

Concerning the dynamic model developed for the circular-orbit autorotation motion, studied as a steady motion, 
conditions have been derived for the equilibrium configuration in the case of a single sphere both in a swing configuration 
and a hanging configuration (spherical pendulum). 

For the autorotation of a single sphere in a swing configuration, only one equilibrium condition (the tangential force 
equilibrium) is needed, which allows us to obtain an expression for the angular rotation speed as a function of the lift and 
drag aerodynamic coefficients, the cable angle (which is fixed in this configuration) and the flow speed U^. 

But in the case of the spherical pendulum in autorotation, as it has two degrees of freedom, an additional equilibrium 
condition (the radial equilibrium) has to be included to obtain the equilibrium solution. In the case of a small cable 
angle, approximate expressions have been obtained for the cable angle and the rotation speed. In these expressions, the 
contributions of the relevant aerodynamic parameters of the sphere-cable system can be identified, as the lift and drag 
coefficients Q, CD0, respectively, flow speed (through Froude number), and the geometric parameters. 

Comparison of these results with experimental results from (Provansal et al, 2004; Gomez-Ortega et al., 2019; Gomez-
Ortega, 2018) shows a relatively good agreement, taking into account the number of assumptions made in order to maintain 
the complexity of the model in a level as low as suitable for the purpose. The agreement level is giving support for us to 
continue with the work to consider the introduction of new effects in the dynamic model (cable drag, non-linear aerodynamic 
effects) and to obtain further experimental results, to check the results of the mathematical model, as far as possible, due to 
the limitations arising from the complexity of the tests. 
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